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2020학년도 편입학모집 영어필기고사(오전)

  ※ 배점은 각 문항 끝 괄호 안에 표시되어 있음.

[1-6] Choose the best answer to complete each question.

1. The bank ______ my application to expedite a home loan. (2) 

① turned into

② turned by

③ turned off

④ turned down

2. The Indians did not ______ protesting until all of Gandhi’s 

followers had been released from the British jail. (3)

① deny

② cease

③ commence

④ committee 

3. While at college, the student resolved to ______ for 

excellence in all of her studies so that she could get a 

high-paying job when she graduates. (2) 

① stoop

② strive

③ strike

④ stall

4. For humans to survive in the ______ winters of Siberia, one 

may think elaborate preparations are necessary, but the 

Chukchi survive with only tents and blankets. (2)

① moderate

② serene 

③ adroit

④ brutal

5. Following the massive car ______, several reporting crew 

arrived to film segments about the wreck for the local news 

channels. (2)

① convention 

② complication

③ collision

④ contrast

6. The prime minister dismisses criticism that he has ______ the 

economy and social issues. (3)

① recovered

② neglected

③ proceeded

④ advanced

[7-10] Choose the one which is closest in meaning to the 

underlined part.

7. If you are receptive to this kind of analysis, answers will 

tend to emerge. (3)

① amenable                    

② critical            

③ curious                             

④ intensive  

8. There is an affinity among the Scandinavian languages. (2)

① daintiness                          

② queerness

③ closeness                 

④ peculiarity

9. His remarks totally shake mutual trust, the most pivotal 

element in the alliance. (2)

① crucial   

② elementary   

③ perspicuous  

④ vulnerable

10. The pupils of our eyes dilate when the level of light is 

low. (2)

① paralyze 

② recoil 

③ focus 

④ expand  

[11-21] Choose the best answer to complete each question.

11. The issue ______ the community of the village; half the 

villagers seemed to be strongly for it, and half strongly 

against. (3)

① deteriorated   

② disseminated   

③ polarized

④ enlightened 

12. This is all the more conspicuous in ______ regions, where 

four seasons have their own unique hues. (2)

① temperate   

② volatile     

③ versatile  

④ frigid
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13. Agriculture will have to go through a drastic change to 

meet the needs of the new situation. ______, the country 

will starve. (2)

① However                      

② Otherwise

③ Thus                          

④ Instead

14. Once she ______ the course, she will be qualified to apply 

for a new license. (3)

① has taken    

② take

③ will take        

④ will have taken

15. He is proud of ______ a goal in the World Cup in his 

twenties. (2)

① score  

② having scored

③ being scored        

④ having been scored  

16. Had I known the carpenter was going to take three days 

to show up, I ______ the materials and done the work 

myself. It would have been finished by now. (3)

① will get

② would have got

③ might get

④ will have got

17. The two brothers got up at 8:30 that day. ______ of them 

were tired, because neither of them had slept well. (2)

① Both 

② None 

③ All 

④ Either 

18. The Vaal River is one of the major rivers in South Africa 

but the runoff is not constant, which means that large 

dams have to be built ______ store water for use. (3)

① regardless of

② thanks to

③ so as to

④ with the aim of

19. When trying to help another person with his or her 

personal problem, it is most useful to express not only 

your concern about the problem ______ your understanding 

of the frustration this person is feeling. (2)

① and

② since

③ as well

④ but also 

20. The electricity produced ______ 300 wind turbines in 

northern California has resulted ______ savings of 

approximately 60,000 barrels of oil per year. (3)

① by ㅡ in 

② of ㅡ to

③ in ㅡ into

④ by ㅡ of

21. Empty love is commitment without intimacy or passion, 

______ sometimes seen in a 30-year-old marriage that has 

become stagnant. (3)

① a kind love

② the kind of love 

③ kind of loving

④ kind love

[22-24] Choose the one that would not be accepted in 

standard written English among the underlined.

22. He was ①much of a nationalist than an ideologue ②as 

well as an iconoclast who wanted to smash ③all falsehood 

under ④the cloak of corrupt dictatorial power. (3)

23. There is a fee charged for each ①transaction and this is 

automatically ②deducting from the ③selling price 

④charged to the customer. (3)

24. The low cost of ①this new car model, ②not to mention 

the low interest rates ③offered by dealers, will make 

④them popular with college students and young couples. 

(3) 

[25-34] Read the following passages and choose the best 

answers to the questions.

[25] When trees and plants grow, they remove carbon 

dioxide from the air. When they are burned or decay, they 

release stored carbon dioxide back into the atmosphere. In 

nations such as Brazil, thousands of square miles of tropical 

rain forests are being cleared and burned, leading many to 

be concerned about further carbon dioxide buildup. 

Worldwide, millions of acres are planted with seeding trees 

each year, however, new studies reveal that there has been 

no reliable data about the impact of forest destruction on 

global warming. Research shows that the carbon content of 

forests had been vastly exaggerated as was once thought, 

suggesting that deforestation is not as great a source of 

carbon dioxide as was once thought.

25. According to this passage, which statement is true? (4)

① It is doubtful whether deforestation causes global warming. 

② Nations such as Brazil are responsible for the global 

warming trend.

③ Trees and plants release carbon dioxide into the air when 

they grow.

④ Global warming is undoubtedly concerned with 

deforestation. 
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[26] Use your frequent flyer programs to donate to charity. 

Your frequent flyer points may be used to help people with 

life-threatening medical conditions travel by plane to obtain 

the treatment they need, or to transport emergency relief 

personnel to the site of natural disasters, or simply to enable 

seriously ill children and their families to enjoy a trip to Jeju 

Island. You will be glad you helped others.

26. Which adjective best describes the author’s tone in this 

passage? (4)

① Angry 

② Sympathetic

③ Persuasive 

④ Impersonal

[27] Human actions, both intentional and unintentional, that 

modify or even destroy the environment are perhaps as old 

as humankind itself. People have used, altered, and replaced 

the vegetation over wide areas of the planet since the 

beginning of time. They have hunted to extinction huge 

groups and entire species of animals. They have, through 

overuse and abuse of the earth and its resources, rendered 

sterile and unpopulated formerly ______ regions.   

27. Which of the following best fills in the blank? (4)

① desolate and barren   

② arid and crowded  

③ productive and attractive   

④ wild and uncultivated 

[28] Pride and Prejudice, by far the most popular of all Jane 

Austen's novels, requires no detailed description. Jane Austen 

said of it that it "is rather too light, and bright, and sparkling; 

it wants shade," and this is perhaps the reason for its 

popularity. The precision and (A) vivacity of style carry the 

reader through the novel with ease and spirit; there is a 

sparkling life about the characters and rain-washed freshness 

about the scenery which combine to make this gayest of Jane 

Austen's novels, in spite of deeper overtones which emerge 

when Charlotte Lucas agrees to marry Mr. Collins or when 

Lydia is discovered to have run off with Wickham with no 

prospect of marriage. The speed and ski with which the 

author moves into the story is remarkable.

28. What is the word (A) vivacity in the passage closest in 

meaning to? (4)

① superficiality 

② plunder

③ liveliness

④ luxury

[29-30] While 84 percent of children whose mothers have a 

bachelor's degree or higher-level education live with married 

parents, only 58 percent of children whose mothers have a 

high school degree or less do so. And while 75 percent of 

white children live with married parents, just 38 percent of 

black children do so. This family inequality appears to have 

real consequences for children's chances in life. Compared 

with children who grow up in cohabiting or single-parent 

families, those who grow up with stable married parents 

generally have better health and behavior in childhood, are 

more likely to complete high school, and have higher 

incomes as adults. Why? Families with different structures 

parent differently ㅡ and that can perpetuate inequality 

across generations. Children in the US are growing up in an 

era of "intensive parenting," with many childhoods filled with 

piano lessons and private tutors, traveling sports teams and 

summer camps. While costly, these activities become a form 

of investment by parents that can improve their children's 

grades, chances of getting into a selective university, and 

future job opportunities.

29. According to this passage, which of the following 

statements is NOT true? (4)

① Family structure in America is sharply divided by class and 

race.

② Families with different structures can perpetuate inequality 

across generations.

③ The percent of white children living with married parents is 

nearly double the percent of black children who grow up 

in cohabiting or single-parent families.

④ The percent of black children who grow up in cohabiting 

parent families is quite higher than that of white children. 

30. According to the passage, which of the following is true of 

“intensive parenting”? (4)

① It is a tradition. 

② It is mainly for the children who grow up with stable 

married parents.

③ It has nothing to do with parents’ investment.

④ It costs a lot regardless of parents' income. 
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[31-32] Many commercial pesticides, used primarily in indoor 

atriums, greenhouses, and solariums, release toxic levels of 

DDT and other potentially carcinogenic agents hazardous to 

the health of workers and other individuals who pass through 

the area. This problem can be avoided by providing adequate 

ventilation, but this becomes difficult during winter months 

when the area must maintain sufficient heat to ensure the 

survival of the plants. A recent study shows that certain 

tropical grasses will remove some of these toxins from the air, 

eliminating the danger to humans. In one winter trial, a 

four-foot-square patch of tropical grass eliminated the DDT in 

a solarium of average size.

31. According to the passage, which of the following can be 

expected if a patch of tropical grass is introduced into a 

solarium of average size? (4)

① Occasional ventilation, even during the summer, will 

become unnecessary.

② The concentration of toxic pesticide residues, if any, will 

remain unchanged.

③ The solarium will continue to maintain a constant level of 

toxicity and temperature.

④ The toxic levels in the solarium will be lowered without 

ventilation. 

32. Which of the following can be inferred from the passage? 

(4)

① Planting tropical grasses is enough to remove all 

carcinogenic agents from the air.

② Natural pesticides do not release toxins into greenhouses, 

solariums, or corporate atriums.

③ Growing tropical grass can counteract some of the negative 

effects of a poorly ventilated atrium.  

④ Planting tropical grass is an effective way of maintaining a 

constant temperature in a greenhouse.

[33-34] Energy conservation has often been referred to as the 

‘Fifth Fuel’, the other four being the so-called primary or 

‘fossil’ fuels of coal, oil, gas, and nuclear/hydro-electricity. This 

emphasizes the importance of reducing the amount of 

energy used, both nationally and internationally. The simple 

fact is that the world's reserves of fossil fuels will eventually 

run out, depending on the rate of use, and therefore, if the 

consumption of these forms of energy is reduced, the 

existing reserves will last longer. Research and 

experimentation could extend the availability of the four fossil 

fuels; thus the number of years before these non-renewable 

sources of energy run out will be greater.

33. According to the passage, why is energy conservation 

referred to as the ‘Fifth Fuel’? (4)

① Energy conservation is cheaper than other sources of 

energy.

② Energy conservation emphasizes that it is a renewable 

source of energy.

③ Energy conservation is available not only nationally but also 

internationally. 

④ Energy conservation can help extend the number of years 

that the other four fuels can be available. 

34. According to the passage, what is the best way to make 

sure that the availability of the four ‘fossil’ fuels is 

extended as long as possible? (4)

① We should refer to energy conservation as the fifth fossil 

fuel. 

② We should practice energy conservation as much as 

possible in order to use up the four fossil fuels as slowly 

as possible. 

③ We should restrict or prohibit the use of unsafe fossil fuels, 

especially nuclear energy. 

④ We should wait until reserves of fossil fuels eventually run 

out. 


